2021 SUMMER
COACHING RETREATS
IN CHALKIDIKI
BOOK YOUR PLACE

Experience the inner self and
discover richer human contact

25/6-1/7/21 in Greek | 24-30/7/21 in Greek

2-9/9/21 - In English
Contact : Gina Theofilidou | Tel +30 6909152184
E-mail: gina.theofilidou@gmail.com | www.teamspirit.gr

SUMMER COACHING RETREATS IN CHALKIDIKI
What are Summer Coaching Retreats?
Summer Coaching Retreats are week-long events
that include a variety of inspirational sessions. We
attend to the body (relaxation, empowerment,
energy therapies), soul (group process, stress
relief), and mind ((meditation, laughter yoga )
using Gestalt Therapy and techniques.
Attendees will explore themselves and use their
power in order to realize their vision for their
personal and professional life.

Coaching Retreat includes:
A morning and afternoon workshop every day and
a recreational suggestion for every evening.
Each week contains sessions of:
Laughter therapy and stress relief
Personal energy empowerment
Resilience and raise of self-awareness in order
to overcome restrictive beliefs in life.
Raising awareness about personal and
professional roles in life
Training to learn positive negotiation and
accountability
The secrets of Group Dynamics
Learning about change and how I can become
a change agent
Designing a personal success plan
Open space session that we deal with nothing!
Suggestions come from the field and the
group process.

Who would benefit from our Coaching
Retreat:
Coaching retreats are addressed mainly
to “stressed leaders”, professionals,
managers, entrepreneurs, and to people
that work in teams and feel the need to
be empowered.
They have the opportunity to:
- Be in a positive environment
- Gain power
- Raise their awareness about the way
they think and act in their working life
- Interact with people from different
working realities
- Raise their personal resilience
- Enjoy the natural beauties of Chalkidiki
- Taste traditional products and meet
traditional producers

Learning about Chalkidiki, a cultural and
gastronomical paradise through visits and product
tastings (wine, cheese, honey, etc.)
Our evenings include candled night hike in
Posseidi Lighthouse or dinner in the house with
group recreational evening suggestions.
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SUMMER COACHING RETREATS IN HALKIDIKI
Where
Our retreats are held in Villa Lenio, a charming and cozy
country house near Possidi on Chalkidiki’s Kassandra
Peninsula.
All sessions are held here, and there are a variety of nearby
accommodations you may choose including hotels and
camping sites.
Our Team
These retreats spring from the inspiration, experience, knowledge, and
desire of Nana, Eliana, Demi, and Gina.
Our mission is to support the personal and professional development of
working people. We have deep experience in humanistic science,
business and personal coaching, adult training, and energy theory.
We want to share our experience with you. Our holistic program
empowers you to take a new and comprehensive look at your personal
and professional life.
How
We use a variety of engaging and intriguing experiential games,
professional tools, art training sessions, and recreational activities that
stimulate the mind, body, and soul.
Based on Gestalt principles, you’ll find that your ability to be in the here
and now, your awareness of self and others will lead to more satisfying
interactions in your work and personal life.

PROGRAM
1st period:
25/6-1/7/21 in Greek
2nd period:
24-30/7/21 in Greek
3rd period:
2-9/9/21 - In English

Demi
Moraitou

Nana
Zygoura

Eliana
Kinigopoulou

Gina Theofilidou
Coordinator

Retreat cost includes:
All workshops and training
material
Ongoing coffee and snack
during the week
Light lunch every day
All dinners apart from one
free night
Parallel experiences (visits)

COST PER PERSON:
600 € / per period

Cost does not include
Transport to Chalkidiki and return transport | Test covid
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